D.B. Cooper Flight
This would be a flight loosely based on D.B. Cooper’s hijacking and escape (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D._B._Cooper). The concept would be that you and your buddy copilot have been chartered for a flight (in the beach baron). The customer shows up and it quite nervous. As you are lining up and taking off, the police are arriving at the airport. Your customer explains that he just accomplished a bank heist and he gives you two options: You can just fly the airplane at a given speed to your destination and not look in the back (he will jump out at some point and you can deny involvement) or you can get a cut of the action if you locate the small strip that has his friend with a flashing light and land there and disappear with them. After some time, you hear a message that the police are sending out. They are giving a third option, divert to an airfield of their choosing. If you don’t fly faster than the customer specified he jumps out and you fail the mission.